Copenhagen 7th of April
PRESS RELEASE: TravelOperations consolidates position as #1 Microsoft partner to the travel
sector with acquisition of Scandisys AB.
We are delighted to announce that, as of 6 April 2021, Scandisys is part of TravelOperations.
Scandisys is one of the leading travel agency software providers in Sweden. This acquisition means
TravelOperations has further consolidated its position as the number one Microsoft partner
delivering mid and back office software solutions to the travel sector.
As part of TravelOperations, Scandisys’ customers will enjoy all the benefits of our state-of-the-art
technology and our commitment to excellent customer service.
We have a lot in common and a passion for travel
This move marks the start of an exciting adventure for both companies. We have a lot in common
and share similar values. In particular, we both have customer-centric mindsets and a focus on
delivering the most effective all-in-one solution tailored to the specific needs of our industry. Above
all, we both share the same passion: Travel!
“Scandisys is a highly regarded and trusted partner to many great travel companies,” says Michael
Holst Andersen, General Manager of TravelOperations. “They have a vast amount of travel industry
experience and an in-depth knowledge of their customers’ needs. Both TravelOperations and
Scandisys deliver solutions to the travel industry supported by the power of Microsoft and this
acquisition will consolidate and strengthen our customer offer and enable us to manage operations
on a bigger scale.”
Giving travel agents a clear route out of the Covid-19 crisis
Although travel has been severely affected by Covid-19, we are confident and optimistic that this
acquisition means we can help the industry build back better from the pandemic. “As part of
TravelOperations we are in a stronger position to provide the latest technology solutions for our
customers and continuously support them in the future,” says Markus Zetterberg, CEO Scandisys.
“We will be integrating our teams of travel experts and Microsoft Dynamics experts to offer all travel
companies the benefit of our combined knowledge and expertise as they navigate their way out of
the pandemic to a brighter future. All-in-all it is a great match that makes both companies more solid
a ready for a larger vision.”
The best of both worlds for a global customer base
With this acquisition, TravelOperations and Scandisys are combining technology expertise, travel
industry knowledge, and a global customer base. This builds on our capacity to deliver cutting-edge
mid and back office systems combined with a full CRM solution. We have global ambitions and our
all-in-one, future-proof platform is perfect for all travel agencies, regardless of size or location.
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